Curriculum Overview for Year 6
English

WRITING
Little Red Riding hood
Alternative versions
Chaperon Rouge.
The advert for the charm
The history of the charm.
Diary of a Victorian School child
Victorian Poetry
Factual report on evacuees
SKILLS
Handwriting
Editing
Self-review
Target setting

Guided reading
Weekly extracts in group work
concentrating on higher order
learning skills, discussion, analysing
vocabulary and grammar.

 ART

 Computing














Victorian designs William Morris,
Printing
Clay tiles with William Morris design
Victorian Painters

Grammar
Covering all content of new
curriculum





.

DT
Sewing Victorian sampler stitiches
Food DT Traditional war recipes

Mathematics

4 rules revision

Measure mass, length and
capacity

fractions

Problem solving

Decimals, percentages focusing on
money

Test preparation

Spanish

Forces revision
Setting up and running a fair experiment.

History
Ash through History, Looking at Children in
Two periods.

Life and times of a Victorian child in
the village of Ash.
Museum visits.
Being an evacuee in 1939/1940
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Map reading
OS symbols
Local study of Ash Village including fiels
sketching.
Victorian Geography The Empire
Comparing maps
The train route Minehead to Bishops Lydeard

Music

consolidating their knowledge and use of basic
Rhythm work
conversation including questions and answers (with the
help of their new word banks (el banco)
Composition
- learning and conjugating the verb "to be"
- using "to be" plus adjectives to build up
Appreciation
of different people (inside and out ie kind and tall)
Preparation for mother’s day and Easter services.
- studying "La Oruga Muy Hambrienta" (The Very Hungry
Caterpillar) and creating their own stories

PE
Gymnastics Movement, building simple sequences.

Elecricity building circuits and recognising symbols

Light





Singing

Shape work 2D and 3D and
geometry

Science

Multi media productions

 Geography





Place value

E safety
Coding
Algorithms

RE
Easter

Invasion games
What does it mean to belong to a
faith- Islam
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